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TOUCH WATCH

touch watch was as to is and to come
become into you touch
longing attracts spark sharp across terminal
planks lined up to splice light from
the station
where links touch towards and that
need exit to situation
not working touch your skin
perhaps working that space-fold of
chemical reaction
made up your face
attraction touch links
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what releases is a chanced posture of  collapse
where the mark on the fl oor
walks a noted glimpse
articulation demands that this be a
choice procedure where the line tails out – 
don’t do it for long 
or it will get you
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articulated transactions become unto
what you left
damaged corners on a burnt pile
sear a red stain into fl ooring
at once walking
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walking out amongst glass fl owers
slight suspension notes the increase
if  you fall spiral into what is home
and known
a waking is not next to what was
formulable
decrease
out
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yes say why
attach a columbine attractor
a tube down which things spread
the outer layers warmed shine
catching up on making
catching up on exercise
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my sections cook a yellow
sample disc turning to well-done
this recommendation doesn’t make
things easy
attempting to dive derive that route
crossing the aisles
lengthening strides
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attracted anxiety
bottles up a neck-echo
of  traced weakness
control is possible if  you
use it for the fi rst time
it works
you know
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release an area of  discovery and trepidation
a playing to rules funnels
extracts gently into a gulf  of  space
levels set change from one minute
to the minute
what can you try to do?
exchange support
link traces
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linking slips up to boil down whole again
dramatised symptoms irk a tiring drive
what you walk is what you give
eating over to a yearning
what can I do for you
to lift walk over and
down again
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full of  a cage of  anticipation
guessed transmission in crossed-wiring
a heated cool magnifi ed over any
edges to fall underneath
if  the two poles just missed you
why are you on this train
I can’t forget your fortune
brace slides sudden
lost a coat
no pay
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that contingency becomes a death-space
lithe over fl urries
what we continue traced across
translation plain of  attachment change
and growth
I could guess what makes
dive into
your love
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where began what we could now
come to terms with
still stilled on a moving line
these two edges sped-up telescoped now
us two lying in a circular notch
rotating
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ethernets bark ripping sound
in a wind of  attainment
what ages approach a well of  webs
moving to the top
spark a drive hole down
make parallels


